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Figure 2–33 shows the direct link connection.

Figure 2–33. Direct Link Connection

LAB Control Signals

Each LAB contains dedicated logic for driving control signals to its ALMs. 
The control signals include three clocks, three clock enables, two 
asynchronous clears, synchronous clear, asynchronous preset/load, and 
synchronous load control signals, providing a maximum of 11 control 
signals at a time. Although synchronous load and clear signals are 
generally used when implementing counters, they can also be used with 
other functions.

Each LAB can use three clocks and three clock enable signals. However, 
there can only be up to two unique clocks per LAB, as shown in the LAB 
control signal generation circuit in Figure 2–34. Each LAB’s clock and 
clock enable signals are linked. For example, any ALM in a particular 
LAB using the labclk1 signal also uses labclkena1. If the LAB uses 
both the rising and falling edges of a clock, it also uses two LAB-wide 
clock signals. De-asserting the clock enable signal turns off the 
corresponding LAB-wide clock. Each LAB can use two asynchronous 
clear signals and an asynchronous load/preset signal. The asynchronous 
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Carry Chain

The carry chain provides a fast carry function between the dedicated 
adders in arithmetic or shared arithmetic mode. Carry chains can begin in 
either the first ALM or the fifth ALM in a LAB. The final carry-out signal 
is routed to an ALM, where it is fed to local, row, or column interconnects.

The Quartus II Compiler automatically creates carry chain logic during 
compilation, or you can create it manually during design entry. 
Parameterized functions, such as LPM functions, automatically take 
advantage of carry chains for the appropriate functions. The Quartus II 
Compiler creates carry chains longer than 16 (8 ALMs in arithmetic or 
shared arithmetic mode) by linking LABs together automatically. For 
enhanced fitting, a long carry chain runs vertically, allowing fast 
horizontal connections to TriMatrix memory and DSP blocks. A carry 
chain can continue as far as a full column. To avoid routing congestion in 
one small area of the device when a high fan-in arithmetic function is 
implemented, the LAB can support carry chains that only utilize either 
the top half or the bottom half of the LAB before connecting to the next 
LAB. The other half of the ALMs in the LAB is available for implementing 
narrower fan-in functions in normal mode. Carry chains that use the top 
four ALMs in the first LAB will carry into the top half of the ALMs in the 
next LAB within the column. Carry chains that use the bottom four ALMs 
in the first LAB will carry into the bottom half of the ALMs in the next 
LAB within the column. Every other column of the LABs are top-half 
bypassable, while the other LAB columns are bottom-half bypassable. 
Refer to “MultiTrack Interconnect” on page 2–63 for more information on 
carry chain interconnect.

Shared Arithmetic Mode

In shared arithmetic mode, the ALM can implement a three-input add. In 
this mode, the ALM is configured with four 4-input LUTs. Each LUT 
either computes the sum of three inputs or the carry of three inputs. The 
output of the carry computation is fed to the next adder (either to adder1 
in the same ALM or to adder0 of the next ALM in the LAB) using a 
dedicated connection called the shared arithmetic chain. This shared 
arithmetic chain can significantly improve the performance of an adder 
tree by reducing the number of summation stages required to implement 
an adder tree. Figure 2–43 shows the ALM in shared arithmetic mode.
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Enhanced PLLs

Stratix II GX devices contain up to four enhanced PLLs with advanced 
clock management features. These features include support for external 
clock feedback mode, spread-spectrum clocking, and counter cascading. 
Figure 2–74 shows a diagram of the enhanced PLL.

Figure 2–74. Stratix II GX Enhanced PLL Note (1)

Notes to Figure 2–74:
(1) Each clock source can come from any of the four clock pins that are physically located on the same side of the device

as the PLL.
(2) If the feedback input is used, you will lose one (or two, if FBIN is differential) external clock output pin.
(3) Each enhanced PLL has three differential external clock outputs or six single-ended external clock outputs.
(4) The global or regional clock input can be driven by an output from another PLL, a pin-driven dedicated global or 

regional clock, or through a clock control block provided the clock control block is fed by an output from another 
PLL or a pin-driven dedicated global or regional clock. An internally generated global signal cannot drive the PLL.

Fast PLLs

Stratix II GX devices contain up to four fast PLLs with high-speed serial 
interfacing ability. The fast PLLs offer high-speed outputs to manage the 
high-speed differential I/O interfaces. Figure 2–75 shows a diagram of 
the fast PLL.
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